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George Birdsall who previously sold 50,000 copies of his first Feng Shui Book, has written this
book to give readers a quick overview of some Feng Shui concepts and how they can apply
them in their lives to make a difference. While giving an overview to Feng Shui he shows how the
symbolic nature of furnishings, colours and layouts can have an impact on your relationships,
wealth happiness and moreChapters include information on methods of Feng Shui, Happiness,
Feng Shui and Your Sacred Space, Find Love with a little Symbolic Feng Shui, Feng Shui the
BaGua and Wealth / Abundance and More.Enjoy by putting a Little Feng Shui in Your Life, not
Your Life in Feng Shui

About the AuthorMonika Muranyi a toujours eu une affinité profonde et un lien très fort avec
Gaia, notre Mère Terre. Suivant un éveil spirituel, elle a entrepris d’explorer les mystères les plus
profonds de Gaia et de l’univers. Elle a publié trois ouvrages aux éditions Ariane – "L'effet Gaia",
"L'Akash Humain" et "L'âme humaine révélée" – qui constituent une trilogie de l’œuvre de
Kryeon. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Chapter 1 - What Is Feng Shui?What is Feng Shui? Feng Shui literally means “wind” and “water”
and is symbolised by the 2 adjacent Chinese characters.In simple terms Feng Shui is an ancient
Chinese system of rules, concepts and principles that attempts to explain the impact on people’s
lives, of the built and natural environment around them.It is a symbolic language, where
everything around you, in your home or workplace, can be interpreted to explain what is
happening in your life now, and what could be done to change or improve areas of your life that
aren’t flowing as well as you would like. It is about the flow of “chi” in any environment. Does chi
flow easily, or is it blocked or slowed down by the external environment around your home, or by
the interior design and decorations of your home .One of the first questions people like to
resolve about Feng Shui is - how do you say it. There are many western interpretations of how to
say Feng Shui from “fung shway”; to “feng shoi”; to “fung shwee”; to “feng shooee”; and many
more western interpretations. They are all correct in their own way. How you pronounce the
words is really just which one feels right to you. Personally, I have always preferred the musical
lilts of “Fung Shhwaay”.Feng Shui is also known as Chinese Geomancy. Geomancy is a term
used by many cultures for thousands of years to explain the intuitive feelings you get about a
place, wherever you happen to be in the world. Geo means “earth” and “mancy” means
divination. So when you apply Chinese geomancy, or Feng Shui, it means that you are
interpreting the feelings you get from your immediate surroundings using your senses and
intuition, based on the principles of this ancient Chinese science and philosophy.Everyone has
been to places that feel wonderful, like a warm summers day near a beach, with a cool breeze



floating in from the ocean, and other times which might feel creepy, like a church or dark alley on
a dark night with a raging storm and lightening. In simple terms these feelings about a place
embrace the concept of Feng Shui.Everyone applies Feng Shui principles every day, as they
make decisions on how to set out their dining table, work bench, desk, choose a colour and
many more decisions which impact their immediate day to day environment.This daily practice
of applying Feng Shui and its principles emanates from our desire for our immediate
surroundings to feel good; and to improve our feelings of love and happiness about the place
where we live or work. Feng Shui is about listening to those unconscious, unexplained, intuitive
feelings, using the principles of Feng Shui and making your home or workplace a place of light
and joy.The principles of Feng Shui are based on the concept that everything we see in our
physical world is made up of Chi or energy.Although for some people this is a new age concept,
it is something that has been understood by all the great thinkers over the centuries. It is the
basis of all eastern religions and has been embraced by many modern scientists.Einstein
postulated after all his years of research that “everything is energy and that’s all there is to it.
Match the frequency of the reality you want, and you cannot help but get the reality. It can be no
other way. This is not philosophy. This is Physics.”Some of the ancient and more modern Eastern
Concepts that connect with the application of Feng Shui include:-1. BaGua - The symbolic
nature of Feng Shui can be seen in the application of symbols like the BaGua (or Pa-Kua) and is
intertwined with Asian religious and philosophical beliefs.The BaGua is a grid that is created in
the shape of an octagon.This grid has 8 symbols called trigrams (3 bars) and these are used in
Feng Shui and the Chinese divination system called the I Ching. In fact, one way to apply Feng
Shui is based on the symbolic use of these trigrams. In Feng Shui, the trigrams can represent
different areas of your home. The concept of the BaGua and its trigrams will be explained later in
this eBook.2. Luopan Compass - Another way to apply Feng Shui is based around using a
special compass that is also known as “luopan or “lo-pan”. The magnetic needle is surrounded
by a number of concentric rings, which represent many aspects of life and of the heavens and
the earth. The word “lo” means everything and “pan” means bowl. Chinese Feng Shui masters
use the lo-pan to help them interpret the energetic mysteries of any building or land formation.3.
Yin / Yang - Another symbol, which is found in many Chinese concepts, is the Taoist symbol of
yin and yang. Yin and Yang deal with opposite aspects of any phenomenon. They represent a
quality of duality of anything that exists in the world, and are found in most areas of Chinese
science and philosophy. An example of this is our concept opposites that balance each other -
Day and Night, Hot and Cold etc. and in Feng Shui the balancing of say Fire and Water.4. Five
Elements - Additionally, in Feng Shui the main elements of Chinese philosophy - Fire, Water,
Metal, Earth and Wood can also applied. They have symbolic meanings in everything, we use
for decoration and their location within any building.5. Cures - When applying Feng Shui, you will
need "cures" in order to adjust the energy flow in any room or home. There are many different
symbolic decorations that can be used to achieve this change of energy flow or chi flow. Here
are some of them:• Moving Water, Fish Bowls, Ponds, Water Features• Wind Chimes, Bells,



Clothes Lines• Mirrors, Chandeliers, Lead Light Windows• Round Leaf Plants, Fresh Flowers,
Paintings• Electrical Appliances, Music, Paint Colours, Interior DecorationsAll these Feng Shui
cures will have symbolic impacts on your home or office. If you are looking for a loving
relationship, a picture or painting of a loving couple, or a couple of teddy bears hugging, will
symbolically show the type of relationship you are looking for. Similarly with wealth you will want
symbols of wealth that make you feel abundant, to surround you.Using symbolic objects that
make you feel good can enhance every aspect of your life. Any object that doesn’t make you feel
good should be given to someone else. Just because it doesn’t make you feel good doesn’t
mean that someone else cannot enjoy it.
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